Abstract. We consider here the approximation of essential boundary conditions for the finite element solutions of second order elliptic equations in two dimensions.
the necessity of using trial functions which satisfy the boundary conditions. Their method, like ours, has the optimal order of accuracy consistent with the approximation properties of the trial functions. Their methods, however, have greater computational complexity due to the fact that they require a Ritz approximation to the solution of a fourth order equation. Solving a fourth order equation causes additional difficulties for two reasons: (1) The condition number of the system of equations to be solved is larger. (2) Smoother (C ) trial functions are required. Bramble and Nitsche introduced a method in [6] which, while still requiring the computation of the Ritz approximation of the solution of a fourth order equation, eliminates the first difficulty mentioned above, because the fourth order term is multiplied by a small parameter. The second difficulty, however, remains.
Bramble, Dupont and Thomée give a method in [7] which yields the same order of accuracy as the method of this paper. Their method, though stated quite differently, is very similar to ours.
2. The General Theory. We shall consider the problem of approximating the solution u to the problem (1) Lu = f in SI, u = g on T,
where SI is a bounded open subset of the plane, T is its smooth (C°°) boundary, / and g are sufficiently smooth functions on SI and T, and L is a uniformly elliptic selfadjoint differential operator of second order, i.e. Lu = -2^D¡a¡jD-u + cu 'J with a¡-a symmetric positive definite matrix whose smallest eigenvalue is uniformly bounded away from zero. We shall assume that the coefficients are all bounded real valued C°° functions and, in fact, that all functions which appear are real valued. The selfadjointness plays no essential role whatsoever, but it does simplify the exposition by allowing familiar words (norm, scalar product, orthogonal, etc.) to be used in place of expressions.
We shall denote by Hk(Sl) the Hubert space of functions whose derivatives up to order k are in ¿2(Í2). We use the usual norm on Hk(Sl) given by IMIÏ.n-E ll£>a"ll¡U= £ WD^D^uW2^, laK/t ax+a2<,k where || • ||0 n is the usual norm on Z,2(£2). We associate with L the bilinear form aiu, v) = HiD¡v, a^Djú) + (cu, v), U where ( • , • ) denotes the scalar product on ¿2(Í2). We assume that \aiu, v)\ < E\\u\\x n Hullj n for all u, v G H^Sl), and (2) ' , '
where e is positive constant and //¿(Í2) consists of those functions in //'(Í2) which vanish on T. We let Hull2 = aiv, v).
From the second half of (2) we see that, restricted to Z/0(£2), || • ||a is a norm equivalent to || • || j a-We will call || • ||a the energy norm (even when applied to functions not in //¿(Í2)).
We will denote by < -, ■ > the scalar product on ¿2(r). The integral is understood to be with respect to arc length. In fact we shall implicitly assume throughout the paper that each connected component of T is parametrized by the arc length t, along that component. Thus, when we say a function on T is a polynomial on some segment of T, we mean that it is a polynomial in the variable t.
It is well known that Eq. (1) is equivalent to (3) aiu, 0) = (/, 0) V 0 G //¿(Í2), y u = g, where y is the trace operator on Hl(SÏ), i.e. yu = the restriction of u to T. We shall often omit the symbol y when it is felt that no confusion will arise. The general approximation method we study here consists of selecting a subspace Fh of H1 (Í2) and a space Sh of distributions on V and letting the approximation, û, of u be the function in Fh which satisfies (4) aiu, 0) = (/, 0) V0 G F», yu-gi Sh.
The last condition means that {yu, i//> = <g, 0) for all 0 G Sh, and F¡¡ consists of those functions in F*1 which are orthogonal to Sh on Y (i.e. 0 G F% iff 0 G F" and (yip, 0> = 0 V0 G Sh). Since we have in mind the finite element method, i.e. Fh consists of functions which are polynomials on "elements" of £2, we have introduced the positive parameter A which will later be used as the diameter of the elements. The approximation method, (4) , is similar to the classical Ritz method, the difference being that all boundary conditions are approximated. The fact that the approximation û does not satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem is relatively minor. The important point is that the test functions, 0, do not vanish on T. It is this fact which spoils the best approximation property characteristic of the classical Ritz method. In order for this method to be of any value, there must exist a unique solution to the pair of equations in (4). We shall make the assumption that for some positive e,
aiv,v)>e\\v\\\ for all v G F*, which guarantees uniqueness. In many cases it is quite easy to verify this directly. We point out (without proof) that (5) will always be satisfied (for sufficiently small A) if the space Sh has the uniform A -property of order 0, which will be defined in Section 3. All of the spaces we construct in Section 5 have this property. The existence of a solution is guaranteed by (5) and two additional assumptions. The first is that F% is closed in Z/1^), which is always true if Fh has finite dimension. The second is that there is a function in Fh which satisfies the approximate boundary conditions iyu -g 1 SH). It is, of course, tacitly assumed that the function g and all functions v G Fh are smooth enough that the linear functionals (g, 0> and (yv, 0> are defined for all 0 <=Sh.
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We now turn to the problem of estimating the error in this approximation method. We first introduce the auxiliary function u G Fh satisfying (6) aiu, 0) = aiu, 0) V0 G F¿, y u -g 1 Sh.
If v is any function in FH which satisfies yv -g 1 Sh, then \\u -u\\a < ||« -u||fl. To show this we note that since aiu -ÎT0) = 0 for all 0 G F¿, we have aiu -u, u -u) = aiu -u, u -u ) + aiu -u, u -v), or II« -w||2 = aiu -u,u -v).
Using the Schwarz inequality, \\u-u\\2a<\\u-u\\a\\u-v\\a and dividing by ||m -u\\a give the result. Thus, we see that u, although it does not satisfy the boundary conditions, has the best approximation property which is characteristic of a true Ritz approximation. Also, since u -u is orthogonal (with respect to the energy scalar product) to F" and ïï-ûEF0
we have (7) \\u-Û\\2a = \\u-u\\2a + \\ïï-Û\\2a.
We shall obtain bounds for each term on the right-hand side of (7) separately. Note that since this is an equality, a lower bound on either term yields a lower bound for the error. The obtaining of a bound for \\u ~u\\a is a standard approximation theory problem which we will not treat in any detail until Section 5. To estimate u -û we introduce the Green's formula (8) aiu, v) = iLu, v) + <5m, yv), which is valid for any u and v with u G //2(Í2) and v G //!(Í2). This is easily estab- Since ÏÏ-û G F¿, we have (9) II" -«II« = "SUP <S", T0>-
Thus, we see that the error separates into two distinct parts, an approximation term u -u and a boundary term u -û. The boundary term (9) depends only on the properties of elements of Fq on T.
To obtain the appropriate estimates for the boundary term we must introduce the Hilbert spaces HS(V) (for arbitrary real s) of distributions on T. If s is a nonnegative integer, /^(T) consists of all functions on T whose derivatives, up to order s, are in L2(r). For nonintegral s, H"(r) is an interpolation space between spaces with integral s; and H~s(r) is the dual of IIs(F). We refer the reader to Chapter 1 of [12] for the details. We note that since H~s(r) is the dual of Hs(r), we have the generalized Schwarz inequality Km, l>>I < ||u||s r Ilt>ll_s r which is valid for all s. We also have from the trace theorem (e.g. [12, Theorem 9.4] ) that for p > 3/2,6 is a bounded operator from Hp(Sl) onto HP~3I2(Y), and 7 is a bounded operator from //P-1^) onto //p_3/2(r). We obtain immediately from (9), the trace theorem and the Schwarz inequality that (10) II" -"lla < Cll"llp,n sup II70II3/2-P r>
where
We wish to analyze the rate at which the right-hand side of (10) goes to zero as A goes to zero. For this we must assume that the pair (Fh, Sh) belongs to some fixed family (f; 5) of spaces. We shall use C as a generic constant which does not necessarily have the same value at each occurence. where û is the solution of (4), C = Cip, SI, L) and p> 2.
Proof. Since (F*. Sh) has the approximation property of order p, there is a u* G FH satisfying 7(1/ -u*) 1 Sh and II« -«%,«< OP-lMp,aWe then have for the function « defined in (6), ||« -«||1>n <E\\u -u\\a <E\\u -u*\\a <(E/e)\\u -«%,", where the inequalities follow from (2), the best approximation property of u and (5), respectively. Thus, we have the bound for \\u -u\\x n. The bound for If« -û\\x n follows directly from Definition 2, (10) and the equivalence of the energy and ^(Sl) norms on Fq.
We should point out that since Ô maps HP(S1) onto HP~3I2(Y) and the error equation (9) is an equality, the weak A -property of order p -3/2 is necessary for the error estimate of Theorem 1 to hold.
3. On the A -Property. We introduce here stronger forms of the A -property which will be used later. In this definition (unlike Definition 2) no reference is made to the behavior of 0 in the interior of Í2. The theorem below gives a useful relationship between the strong and weak ^-properties. Theorem 2. IfSh has the strong A-property of order q with respect to Fh, and Fq has the property that H70ll1/2jr<CAp"0||1>ii for all <P E Fq and some p > 0, then SH has the weak A-property of order q + p with respect to Fh. Proof. Since S" has the strong >1-property Il70ll_1>r < Cfcs+1/2ll70ll1/2,r < Chs+P+1'2 ||0||lin for 0 G F* and 0 < s < q, the last inequality following from the hypothesis. The result follows from the fact that llT0IL(,+p),r<CWIL,.rSince 7 is a bounded operator from //1(f2) onto //'^(JT), the inequality in the statement of the theorem always holds for p = 0; and therefore, the strong ^-property implies the weak A -property of the same order. This means that if 0 is any function in H1I2(T) and 0 1 Sh n H~1I2(T), then H0IL, r < CAi+1/2||0||1/2>r for 0 < s < q.
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Theorem 3. If Sh has a subspace S*¿ C L2(F) with the property that for any v G If(r), there is a v E 5" satisfying \\v -v\\or < Chq\\v\\qr then Sh has the uniform A-property of order q.
Proof. We let P be the orthogonal projection operator (in L2(T)) onto S* and Q = I -P (I = the identity). The hypothesis of the theorem is that (11) llßu||0)r<CA<'N|(?r.
We wish to show first that if 0 < s, t < q then (12) \\Qv\\_s¡T<Chs+t\\v\\tr.
From (11) 3. L2 Error Estimates. For true Ritz approximations (i.e. when the trial functions satisfy the boundary conditions) the error in the ¿2-norm is smaller than the error in the //'-norm. For finite element methods, where A is the maximum diameter of the elements, the error in the L2-norm isO(Ap) when the error in the //'-norm is OQip~x).
We show below that this remains true for the class of methods considered in this paper under a variety of conditions on (F*, Sh). We will need first the following result which is a special case of Theorem 6.6 of [12] .
Lemma. Let v E Hx(Sl) satisfy^Lv = 0; then \\v\\0Sl < C||u||_ 1/2,r-Proof. Let 0 be an arbitrary function in H2(Sl) n #¿(£2); from the Green's formula (8) Proof. We let « -« = r and decompose r as r = rx + r2 with Lrx = Lr, yrx = 0 and Lr2 = 0, 7r2 = yr.
We first derive the bound for r2 : \\r2\\o,n <CM\-ll2,r <<%\Mll2tr <ChM\ua <ChP\\u\\PiSl.
The first inequality follows from the lemma and the fact that 7r2 = yr, the second because r i Sh and Sh has the uniform ,4-property of order 1/2, the third from the fact that 7 is a bounded operator from /Y1(S2) onto H1I2(T), and the fourth from Theorem 1.
We now obtain the bound for rx. To do this we let 0 be an arbitrary function in L2(Sl) and show that (rx, 0) < CAp||0lloii. Since yrx = 0, we have rx = B~1Lr1 = B~1Lr.
This gives us immediately that (rx, 0) = iB~lLr, 0) = (¿r, 5"!0) = «(/, 5_I0).
The last equation holds because 5_10 vanishes on T. We now let P be an approximation operator of order p for (FA, Sh) and Q = I -P. We write the equality above as (14) irx, 0) = air, QB'H) + air, />/T *0), and estimate each term on the right-hand side separately. From (2) we have a^QB-'^^EWrW.^WQB-1^,,.
From Theorem 1 we know that ||r||j a < CAp-1||i/||p n. Also, since ||5_10ll2 n < C||0||O;ÍÍ and (Fft, Sh) has the approximation property of order 2, we have HÔ5-10||in < CA||0||OÍ2. These results establish the appropriate bound for the first term in (14) .
To estimate the second term in (14) we note that PB-1^ G F" and recall that r = u -«. Subtracting these two equations gives us (15) air, PB'10) = <ô«, 7Fß~x 0>.
We assume now that condition (iib) is satisfied. From (15) we have air, PB-1*)) < ||ôu||"_3/2,rHt/»-Vlla/a-p.rSince 5 is a bounded operator from //p(£2) onto HP~3'2(Y) and SH has the strong A -property of order p -3/2 -s with respect to Fh, the above yields (16) a(r, PB"1*) < C\\u\\p>slhP-i-'\\yPB-imi,2,r-
To obtain the desired result we must show that ||7/>Ä_10Hi/2 r ^ CA1+î||0||o a.
This follows directly from the hypothesis and the regularity result immediately preceding the statement of the theorem. If (iia) is satisfied, then (16) holds for s = 0; and we must show that |l7FB-10||1/2jr < CA||0||on. Now, since 5_10 vanishes on T, yPB'1* ^-yQBT1*; and therefore, |l7/,Ä-10ll1/2,r<C||ß5-10lllin.
The quantity on the right has already been shown to be bounded by CA||0||o n so the result is established.
If condition (iic) is satisfied, we have from (15), air, PB'1*) < l|6«llp_1/2>rll7iW_1*l!i/2-p,r < C||«||p + 1;nAp||/>/r10ll1,n.
Since ||/>ß_10lli n < C||0||o n, the proof is complete. We should point out that condition (i) is only used to establish that ||7(w -«)||_ j ,2 r < CAP. If the boundary data satisfy more than the minimal smoothness requirement (which is g E Hp-1I2(T)), this result can often be obtained when condition (i) is not satisfied.
The usefulness of condition (iib) of the theorem was discovered by Berger, see [2]. 5 . Construction of Spaces. In this section we construct spaces which have the approximation property of order 3 and 4 and have the corresponding optimal order of accuracy in both the Zr^-norm and //°-norm. The spaces are slight modifications of the spaces of piecewise quadratics and cubics on a triangulation of SI (cf. [3] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [16] ) which are commonly used in the finite element method on polygonal domains. The resulting equations which must be solved have the same computational complexity as in the corresponding methods which have been used in polygonal domains. By this we mean that the same number of unknowns must be solved for and that the matrices associated with the equations have nonzero entries in exactly the same places. The constructions given here, and the proofs of the optimal order of accuracy, extend very easily to the spaces of higher order polynomials presented by Bramble and Zlámal in [10] .
In all of the constructions below we shall assume that £2 has been subdivided into triangles, the subdivision satisfying certain restrictions which we describe here. First of all, any two triangles in the subdivision which intersect are required to have either a common vertex or a common side; no other situations are allowed. Next, we assume that there is a fixed constant 9 > 0 such that every angle of every triangle is greater than 9. A triangle is allowed to have one curved side which coincides with a segment of T; otherwise, all sides are straight line segments. The parameter A will denote the length of the longest side of any triangle in the subdivision. and functions which are constant on each segment (such as AB) of T which is the side of a triangle.
The pair (Fft, Sh) has the approximation property of order 3. This can be shown by constructing, for each u E //3(f2), its interpolate, un, in Fh and showing that the error u -uh has the correct asymptotic behavior in the //!(Í2)-and ¿2(i2)-norms. The interpolate of « on a triangle with a side on T is the polynomial of degree two which agrees with « at A, D, C, F and B and which has the same average value as » on the segment AB. On other triangles the interpolate is the quadratic which agrees with u at the vertices and midpoints of the sides. The approximation result then follows from a slight modification of the arguments given by Bramble and Zlámal in [10] .
From the corollary to Theorem 3, the space Sh has the strong A -property of order 1. Also, Sh has the weak ,4-property of order 2. This follows from Theorem 2 and the inequality (17) ||0||1/2r<CA||0||1;n, which is valid for all 0 G Fq . This inequality can be derived by using a slight modification of the argument used by Berger, Scott and Strang in [3] (to derive their (13)) to obtain Il0||or <CA3/2||0||in, using similar reasoning to obtain ||0||1>r <CA1/2||0||j n and then interpolating to obtain (17) .
Since (Fh, Sh) has the approximation property of order 3 and the weak ^-property of order 3/2, we have, from Theorem 1, (18) ||U-«||in<CAp-1|l«llPjn for2<p<3.
To obtain the optimal error estimate in the ¿2-norm we will need the inequality
where w is the interpolate of w described previously. In order to derive (19) we will denote by Slh the union of the triangles, in the subdivision of Í2, which intersect V and note that (cf. [3] ) (17) holds with Í2 replaced by Slh, i.e.
(20) llw|l1/2)r<Cft||w||1>nj,.
Using the fact that (Fh, Sh) has the approximation property of order 2, we have (21) ||iv||1>n/i < lliv -w0liO + \M\ttSlh < CA|MI2,ft + Mlpn .
From [4, Lemma 3 .2] we obtain IM|in < CA1/2||w||2n for all w G H2(SÏ) n H0(Sl). Substituting this into (21) and the result into (20) gives (19).
The fact that SH has the uniform A -property of order 1 and the inequality (19) establish that (Fh, Sh) satisfies the hypothesis (iib) of Theorem 4 with p = 3, s = 1/2 and P being the operator of interpolation; hence, II«-m||0iÎÎ <Chp\\u\\pn for2<p<3.
5.2. Space no. 2. This pair of spaces has the approximation property of order 4, the strong /1-property of order 2 and the weak ^-property of order 3. The space
Fh is a slight modification of the commonly used (cf. [3] , [10] , [14] , [16] showing that ||0||, ,2 r < CA||0||j n for all 0 G F" and applying Theorem 2. The inequality above can be deduced by the same method discussed in Section 5.1.
The proof that the pair (Fh, SH) has the approximation property of order 4 follows the standard procedure (cf. [10] ) of constructing, for any u E ^(Sl), an interpolate un G Fh which satisfies u -uh 1 Sh, and showing that un approximates u with the required accuracy.
Since (FH, Sh) has the approximation property of order 4 and the weak ^-property of order 5/2, we have, from Theorem 1, II" ""Hi,ft <CAp-1|l"llp,ft for2<p<4.
Using the same argument as in the previous section establishes that this pair of spaces satisfies condition (iib) of Theorem 4 (with p = 4, s = 1/2); and therefore, ll"-"llo,ft <<^PH"HP,ft for2<p<4. (with the appropriate continuity conditions), Sh consists of delta-functions at the vertices on r and polynomials of degree p -3 on the segments between the vertices; and the solution to the boundary value problem belongs to Hp~s(Sl), then the 1-norm of the error is 0(hp'1 ~s) (for 0 < x < p -2); and the L2-norm of the error is0(hP's) (for 0 < s < p -2).
An essential ingredient for this result is that, since F consists of piecewise polynomials, Sh has (with respect to Fh) the weak A -property of one order higher than it has the strong^-property. This idea, stated in different terms, was first utilized by
Berger, Scott and Strang in [3] .
Our space no. 1 was constructed because it is the simplest nontrivial example of a method which can be used to obtain any order of accuracy desired. We should point out that there is a method which appears superior to using our space no. 1. Zlámal has shown in [17] that if one makes a slight modification of the usual space of piecewise cubics (our space no. 2) a method with second order accuracy (in the 1-norm on a polygonal domain) is obtained which has less computational complexity than using piecewise quadratics. If we modify space no. 2 in the same manner (keeping S the same), we obtain a method with second order accuracy in the 1-norm and third order accuracy in the ¿2-norm on smooth domains. The resulting method has the same computational complexity as Zlámal's. 
